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DART D2

Neighborhood:
Victory Park, CBD, Deep Ellum

Program:
Transportation

Underground station and facility design (p. 14) - 

Underground station portal placement as well as station portal design should be 
evaluated by their architectural character, size and scale, and accessibility. 

Surface station and facility design (p. 20) - 

The one planned at-grade station planned for Victory Park should be considered and 
evaluated by its layout and block design. z
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Context Description

The second DART light rail alignment through downtown Dallas, known as D2, is a major 
infrastructure investment that will move the existing orange and green DART lines from the 
Transit Mall to a separate alignment, relieving congestion on the transit mall and improve safety 
and efficiency of the system. Currently, the proposed alignment being explored runs beneath 
Commerce Street, with tunnel portal entries in Victory Park and East Downtown near Swiss Ave.

A specific focus for this review will be evaluating how the east and west portal focus areas 
address the existing and future urban context. A further important consideration will be 
recognizing and exercising a historic preservation ethic as a guiding principle of the infrastructure 
design decision making process. 

Forward Dallas!
Section 5 [urban design element]

Urban Transit Design Guidelines
Part II [Right-of-Way Design Guidelines]
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At-grade route alignment design, including the street grid fabric and development 
potential (p. 28) -

The general route alignment, both at-grade and below-grade, should be evaluated 
in how it affects the existing street grid as well as the potential for transit-oriented 
development it could produce around proposed station locations. 
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commerceCorridor design elements, including intersection design, train portals, and egress and 
ventilation design (p. 32) - 

The general route alignment, both at-grade and below-grade, should also be evaluated 
in how it affects existing intersections. Additionally, the proposed train portal and 
emergency egress and ventilation design locations should be evaluated for their 
contextually and design.
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Additional design considerations, including development air rights 
potential (p. 40) - 

The ability to develop over the proposed train portals as well as over potential station 
locations and/or track alignments should be considered to maximize economic 
development potential for the City.
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